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5/8/20:  How Policymakers Can Win The Corona Virus War (Forbes) Limits 

on research funding due to budget cuts in recent years, demands for price controls 

threaten the diversity of ideas and incentives for financing in the industry. …Since 

1980 over 100,000 patents have issued based on sponsored research. These have 

become the basis of 13,000 new companies and 200 new drugs and vaccines. The 

American people have been handsomely repaid for their investment in 

research. For every dollar the government invests in science, industry invests $100 

to turn ideas into 

products.   https://www.forbes.com/sites/stanfleming/2020/05/08/how-

policymakers-can-win-the-corona-virus-war/#4bc6c1307bd8 

  

  

5/8/20:  Beat COVID-19 through innovation (Science) What would a bold 

innovation policy agenda look like? In the United States, funding for R&D must be 

fortified, as recently called for by the Task Force on American Innovation and 17 

other organizations. Also, a principal investigator already receiving public funding 

should be able to receive immediate support to work on COVID-19 with minimal 

application burden and decisions within 1 week. The National Institutes of Health 

(NIH) has taken some first steps with emergency procedures to supplement existing 

grants, but these efforts need to draw on additional labs and talent, and to 

accelerate review. The marginal investment through the NIH, at $3 billion, 

appears modest in size, equating to the U.S. GDP loss in just 4 hours. Globally, 

researchers with relevant expertise are essential workers; they should have access 

to their labs and additional resources to engage in the COVID-19 

battle.  https://science.sciencemag.org/content/368/6491/553 
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5/7/20:  Virus Will Cost NIH $10 Billion in Lost Research, Director Warns (1) 

(Bloomberg Law) The coronavirus pandemic will cost the NIH about $10 billion 

in taxpayer-funded research, the agency’s director told a Senate panel 

Thursday.  That estimate comprises nearly a quarter of the National Institutes of 

Health’s more than $41 billion budget, more than 80% of which goes to research 

grants at universities and other research institutions. NIH Director Francis S. 

Collins said that number includes both lost productivity from shuttered 

laboratories as well as keeping scientists and their staff 

employed.  https://news.bloomberglaw.com/pharma-and-life-sciences/virus-will-

cost-nih-10-billion-in-lost-research-director-warns?context=search&index=5 

  

  

5/7/20:  Republicans Deepen Scrutiny of Universities’ Ties to China 
(American Institute of Physics) This week the top Republicans on seven House 

committees staked out an interest in the Department of Education’s ongoing probe 

into universities underreporting funding they have received from foreign 

entities.  he move comes as the party targets ties between U.S. and Chinese 

research institutions as part of a hardline stance it is crafting toward China in 

view of the COVID-19 pandemic.  https://www.aip.org/fyi/2020/republicans-

deepen-scrutiny-universities%E2%80%99-ties-china 

  

  

5/7/20:  How swamped preprint servers are blocking bad coronavirus 

research (Nature) Repositories are rapidly disseminating crucial pandemic 

science — and they’re screening more closely to guard against poor-quality 
work.  https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-01394-6 

  

  

5/7/20: Scientific research on the coronavirus is being released in a torrent 
(The Economist) More than 7,000 papers on the pandemic—covering everything 

from virology to epidemiology—have appeared in the past three months (see 

chart). A fifth of them have come out in the past week alone.  This is astonishingly 

fast. Researchers usually take years to design experiments, collect data and check 

results. Scientific journals, the self-appointed keepers of the gate between those 

researchers and the rest of the world, can easily take six months, often a year, to 

grind through the various steps of their procedure, including editing and the 

process of checking by anonymous outside experts, known as peer 

review.  https://www.economist.com/science-and-

technology/2020/05/07/scientific-research-on-the-coronavirus-is-being-released-

in-a-torrent 
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5/7/20:  Commerce Department aims to relax one part of Huawei export ban 

(Washington Post) The Commerce Department is preparing to ease one aspect of 

its Huawei export ban to allow U.S. companies to participate in international 

organizations that set technology standards, according to people familiar with the 

matter.  The new rule, reported earlier by Reuters, would allow U.S. companies to 

share technology that is not sensitive in nature with Huawei as part of group 

discussions at the standards 

bodies.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/05/07/huawei-export-

ban-revision/ 

  

  

5/7/20:  Here’s a List of Colleges’ Plans for Reopening in the Fall (The 

Chronicle) The coronavirus pandemic has left higher-education leaders facing 

difficult decisions about when to reopen campuses and how to go about it. The 

Chronicle is tracking individual colleges’ plans. Currently the vast majority say 

they are planning for an in-person fall 

semester.  https://www.chronicle.com/article/Here-s-a-List-of-Colleges-

/248626?cid=wcontentgrid_hp_1b 

  

  

5/6/20:  ‘It will not be easy.’ As labs begin to reopen, enormous challenges 
remain (Science) Indeed, the coronavirus pandemic has wreaked havoc on 

research around the globe, shuttering laboratories, aborting field projects, 

and costing scientists months—if not years—of work. Even as labs contemplate 

reopening—if and when federal and local governments ease lockdown 

restrictions—the challenges will be enormous. Most will have to operate with just 

a few individuals at a time, working in shifts. All large gatherings, including lab 

meetings and lectures, are likely to be 

prohibited.   https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/05/it-will-not-be-easy-labs-

begin-reopen-enormous-challenges-remain 

  

  

5/6/20: New Campus Sexual-Harassment Rule Aims to Boost Rights for 

Accused (Wall Street Journal)  The revamped rule details what types of behavior 

must be investigated by schools and how they should review the allegations. Unlike 

in the earlier draft, the final rule covers behavior that takes place both on campus 

and at other sites, like academic conferences and fraternity houses…..The 

Association of Public and Land-grant Universities also expressed “deep concern” 
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with the rule. Peter McPherson, the group’s president, lamented federal 

micromanagement of campus activities and said he was worried the new cross-

examination policies would discourage reporting by victims and turn student 

misconduct hearings into something akin to formal courtroom proceedings. He 

added that he was disappointed the Education Department issued the rule in the 

middle of a global health crisis.  https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-campus-

sexual-harassment-rule-aims-to-boost-rights-for-accused-11588785757 

  

  

4/29/20:  Research delayed, rodent populations reduced during 

pandemic  (American Veterinary Medical Association)  Universities delayed 

new studies this spring to reduce contact among people, including researchers and 

animal caregivers.  Those delays often involved reducing breeding of research 

animals and sometimes depopulating mice. Even after campuses reopen, 

rebuilding many of these populations could take 

months.  https://www.avma.org/javma-news/2020-05-15/research-delayed-rodent-

populations-reduced-during-pandemic 

  

  

4/29/20: Trio of New U.S. Export Control Rules Will Significantly Impact 

Future Trade and Investment With China (JD Supra) In many cases, U.S. 

companies that have rarely been required to obtain export licenses for cross-

border activities, joint research and other projects with Chinese partners will now 

face new and potentially stringent licensing requirements. Failure to comply with 

these requirements can lead to significant 

penalties.  https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/trio-of-new-u-s-export-control-

rules-21623/ 
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